
SENIOR CLASS WILL
We, the Class of 1957, having been declared as

sound of mind and sane in senses, do hereby declare
this as our last will and testament.

ARTICLE I
To Colonel Risher, we leave our thanks and appre-

ciation for all that he has done to help produce the
most outstanding class ever.

ARTICLE II
To the underclassmen, we leave the dreams and

hopes of soon becoming Seniors.
ARTICLE III

To our close friends we leave our most cherished
possessions:

BAGLEYleaves the faculty to Fred Fazio and Joe
B. Lewenhiem in hopes that they don't get shipped.

BAKER,J. Y., gives to Klinkie Bredenberg his ability
to snow Bamberg women.

BARBERwills to Hough and Arazie his ability to
go steady with a girl a very long time.

BATTENendows Bredenberg with his ability to get
more extra leaves than he deserves, and Captain
Scaffe with a two-toned lily pad.

. BENDANAleaves the hope that the next Latin-
American boy that comes to Carlisle will have more
sports ability than he had.

BRABHAMleaves Carlisle with the hope that Fetzer
will take good care of Betty Hightower.

CALLOWAYwills the rusty sink in his room to Clary.
CARSONgives to Bourne his ability to break all the

rules and not get caught.
CHABOT,B. W., leaves to Carlisle the 100 hours

they thought he couldn't walk.
CLANCYgives to Fazio and Williams his ability to

pull furloughs during the Daytona races.
CLINDONbequeaths to Bogus his ability to letter

in all three sports.
COHEN wills the top bunk in 134 to some poor

unfortunate next year.
CORNELLbequeaths to anyone on the Third Floor

his art to have all night parties without interruptions
from Frogs, Plugs, and Rabbits.

CREGGendows Freeman and Walton with all of his
old football equipment.

CRESPOleaves the back row of Captain Estes class-
room to all the Spanish boys.

CUEVASleaves Ravenel the honor of being a senior.
DAVIDSONleaves Carlisle to the Indians.

. DERRICKendows Fred Fazio with his nickname,
"Pig", and leaves all his restrictions to Gordon, R. A.

GASSETTbequeaths to Gleason his radio station.
GORDON,R. E., wills to Colonel Dave Simmons his

ability to snow all the Bamberg queens, and to Bill
Dunn his ability to get along with the faculty.

GOSHORNwills to Eckard, W. F., his flying lessons
and to Bentley his chemistry grades in hopes that he
can pass with them.

GOURDINwills to Bill Exkard the ability to play the
sax as well as he doesn't, and to Spears more luck
with Major Sturgeon concerning CERO than he had.

GRANT leaves his college alegbra book to some
unfortunate senior next year.

GRIFFITH leaves room 184 to his roommate and
the second platoon of "A" Company to the best man.

GRINERleaves a bottle of weight gaining tablets to
Captain Risher, L.

HARRELL, J. P., bequeaths to Smith, B. E., the
ability to beat Escudero against the wall and have
the plaster crack in the room next door rather than
in his own.

HARRELL,W. R., bestows upon Mabry the ability
to break restrictions every day without getting caught.

HERRMANNleaves to Harris, R. F., his ability to
pull unintentionally.

ISELEYleaves to Fazio and Mackey the great love
that the faculty has for him.

IVEYleaves Carlisle for New Mexico.
JOHNSONwills to Sammons his ability to bum fags

all year and to Payne more room in which to cut hair.
LAMA leaves a vacant spot in "A" company to

Baker, Ravenel, Kershaw, and Lambert, in hopes that
they will be big enough to fill it.

LAMBERT, J. N., leaves to his little brother his
ability to take every afternoon and night without
getting caught.

LESLIE leaves his position as Captain Risher's pet
to anyone that can survive being it.

LEWIS wills to little Lambert his ability to carry
one hundred pound sacks of sugar through the woods.

MAlUIN leaves all of his duties and restrictions to
Leary. -

MOHGANwills to McDevitt his two rat traps and
a supply of cheese.

MCGEE, J H., bequeaths to anyone who wants it
his empty whiskey bottle on the back campus.

MCGEE, R. C., gives to Dugan his ability to jump
from C.O. to M.P. to O.C. to C.O. in two years.

McLANE wills his geometry book and all of his
knowledge of the subject to Captain Eargle.

PARRISH,W. J., leaves to his brother his ability to
give girls the smooth shaft.

PEHHELLAleaves Carlisle to "Black Dog".
PLYLERleaves his freckles to John Stanley.
POSTELLwills to Ravenel and Baker his ability to

get caught at everything he does wrong.
RAHNleaves his share of Carlisle grits to all of the

boys from Springfield, Georgia.
REEVES,B. C., wills to Goddard his rusty rifle and

restrictions.
REYNOLDSwills a car to Captain Eargle so that he

won't have to ride a motorcycle in bad weather.
ROBINSONbequeaths to Burnett and Wilson his

skivies with the inscription "My Dad sells Dodge"
on the underside thereof.

ROWLANDwills his pipes and tobacco to Gleason
and Bentley, his brogans to Kooken and Pepple, and
his sidewalk philosophy of life and love to the third
floor crowd.

SCARBOROUGH,being of sound mind, leaves George
Arnold nothing.

SILVEYleaves his ability to pull furloughs to Fazio
and Mackey.

SINGLETONwills to some lucky senior his physics
book in hopes that he will understand it better than
he did.

SMOLE'SKI leaves to Bill McDevitt the presidency
of the quiver club.

SNYDERwills to Myers his ability to handle "Happy
Jack" and "Buck" and to stay on the good side of
women.

SOLESleaves his diploma to his mother and father
and his share of Carlisle food to "Black Dog".

STROCKleaves history to "Plug".
STUBBSwills to Collins his ability to get lost while

flying.
SWILLEYleaves his hair tonic to Clary so that next

year he might keep his hair combed down.
TOMLINSONleaves his ivy league clothes to Lambert

and his authoritv to Eddie Ravenel so that Geechies
will still control' Carlisle next year.
WAMPI VoR leaves Garrison his ability to get along

with the faculty.
WELCH leaves Captain Scaffe a gallon of gas for

his new Buick.
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